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25th of November marks International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, one of the most
devastating human rights violations against women and girls around the world. Empowerment of women and
girls requires vigorous efforts to bring significant changes in their lives. In support of the UN campaign to Orange
the World for 16 days, ‘Leave No One Behind’, the cover of this month’s KFOR Chronicle is appropriately Orange.
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COM KFOR XXII
Welcome Address
On November 15th I was appointed as the Commander
of the Kosovo Force (COM KFOR) in a ceremony
presided over by Admiral James G Foggo III, Commander
of Allied Joint Force Command Naples. Taking over as
COMKFOR, is a great honour but equally humbling. I
realise the great privilege I have been given and will not
take the duty lightly. I look forward to the demanding
challenge but more so to working with the professional
soldiers and civilian personnel of KFOR XXII
The motto that I have chosen for KFOR XXII is
“ENDURING COMMITMENT”. This acknowledges
the work of all previous contingents and in particular
the progress that has been made recently, especially
with regard to the security situation. KFOR XXII will
continue the same line of effort, by guaranteeing an
ENDURING COMMITMENT, contributing to a Safe
and Secure Environment and Freedom of Movement. We
will continue to support the International Organisations
and the local Institutions for the development of a stable,
democratic, multi-ethnic and peaceful Kosovo.
KFOR has always been one strong multinational
team. Currently there are twenty eight nations
working as a single team. I wish to appeal to each of
my commanders to maintain the teamwork that has
always been the hallmark of KFOR. In our current role
as third-responder within Kosovo, we must not forget
our partner responders, namely the KP, 1st responder
and EULEX, 2nd responder. We also have engaged
successfully in exercises with, and will continue to,
the Kosovo Security Force (KSF) and Emergency
Management Agency (EMA) of Kosovo.
I would like to follow the successful work of all my
predecessors. Remembering all those who have lost
their lives, it is important that we make it matter.
Each action of every member of KFOR XXII is critical
to success. A commander cannot achieve anything
without his troops and in KFOR that includes both
soldiers and civilians. I want to express my sincere pride
and appreciation for the professional and outstanding
manner in which all members of KFOR perform their
duties. I look forward to the challenges ahead and
serving as your commander. I wish you all a fulfilling
tour and safe return to your family.
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COM KFOR CHANGE OF COMMAND

Major General Giovanni Fungo
formally ended his command of
the Kosovo Force (KFOR) in a
ceremony presided by Commander
Allied Joint Force Command
Naples, Admiral James G Foggo
III, at KFOR Headquarters in
Camp Film City. After completing
fifteen months in command of
KFOR, Command and Authority
was transferred to Major General
Salvatore Cuoci, Commander of
KFOR XXII.
Prior to the troops arriving
on parade, the audience was
entertained by the Kosovo Security
Forces Band commanded by Lt.
Shkumbin Bajraktari and under
the baton of Lt Baki Jashari. Troops
from all the major units of KFOR,
Multi National Battle Group-East,
Multi National Battle GroupWest, Multinational Specialised
Unit, KTRBN, ISR Bn, the 3 Joint
Regional Detachments (North,
Centre & South) Joint Logistic
Support Group and Headquarter
Support Group were on the
parade. Additionally, a platoon
4

from the Kosovo Security Forces
commanded by Lt Besfort Kruma
paraded with them.
The ceremony was attended by the
President of Kosovo, Mr Thaci,
Prime Minister Mr Haradinaj,
many ministers, mayors, religious
and local leaders as well as
representatives of the national
and international institutions in
Kosovo. Following the inspection
of the troops on parade by Admiral
Foggo the audience of distinguished
guests was addressed by outgoing
COM KFOR Major General
Fungo, President of Kosovo Mr
Thaci, Italian Joint Operation HQ
Commander, Admiral Giuseppe
Cavo Dragone and Commander of
the Allied Joint Force Command
Naples, Admiral James G. FOGGO
III.
In his farewell speech Major
General Fungo highlighted “the
high professionalism, the great
commitment and the absolute
dedication” of all the military
and civilian personnel under his
command. They make all this
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2017

possible. He also expressed his
gratitude to the representatives
of Institutions in Kosovo for the
support received.
For Major
General Fungo, it was important
to create Trust and Commitment
at all levels, between KFOR and
the other responders, between all
the institutions. Building bridges,
both physically and through shared
activities, in particular with the
younger generation were important
achievements for him during his
command. Wishing Major General
Cuoci all the best in achieving his
mission, Major General Fungo
completed his address to the people
of Kosovo, “I wish you all the best
in the bright future that lies ahead. I
am leaving a piece of my heart here
in Kosovo and Kosovo will always
be in my soul’’
KFOR now conducts synchronised
and transparent patrols with
Serbian Armed Forces, operates an
automated surveillance system to
protect the 14th Century Decani
Monastery, and contributed to
maintaining a safe and secure
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environment for elections. These
are the successes of KFOR XXI that
Admiral James FOGGO, Joint Force
Command Naples Commander,
underlined.
Furthermore he
added “Major General Fungo has
inspired this truly diverse and
robust military peacekeeping force
with steadfast resolve. Charismatic,
Giovanni commits, motivates, and
perseveres. His team expanded
relationships, promoted dialogue,
and built mutual trust.’’
Admiral Foggo welcomed Major
General Salvatore Cuoci as ‘’an
accomplished soldier and comes
to KFOR from Rome, armed for
mission success.’’ He looks forward
to working with ‘’Salvatore to ensure
that we continue to further progress
in Kosovo.’’ NATO and KFOR will
sustain the successful relationship
with the Kosovo people.
The transfer of authority and
command
was
symbolically
represented by the NATO Flag
being passed from Major General
Giovanni Fungo to Admiral James
G. FOGGO III and on to Major
General Salvatore Cuoci.
Command Sergeant Major (CSM)
Maurizio Sarasino rolled up the
flag of KFOR XXI symbolising the
end of MG Fungo’s command of
KFOR. The flag of KFOR XXII was
unfurled under the watchful eye of
CSM Gianluca Mattei signifying
the beginning of MG Cuoci’s
role as Commander of KFOR
under the new motto “Enduring
Commitment’’.

Comdt. Michael Cullen
OF-3 IRL-A
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SILVER SABRE 2017 – 2,
“WORK AS A SINGLE FORCE FOR ALL THE
PEOPLE OF KOSOVO”
Exercise Silver Sabre is one of the most important training activities conducted and led by KFOR. It gathers
together, in a coordinated and synergetic way, the different players, European Union Rule of Law Mission
in Kosovo (EULEX), Kosovo Police (KP), Kosovo Security Forces (KSF) and Kosovo Emergency Management
Agency (EMA).
The event is scheduled twice a year.
It is focused on civil disturbance and
emergency disaster relief scenario
operations on a Kosovo wide level,
with particular attention to Crowd
and Riot control (CRC) training
and fire fighting.
Silver Saber 2017 – 2 was conducted
in two phases. From 23 to 27 October,
the Table Top Exercise (TTX) took
place, in Camp Film City, in order
to train the commanders and
their staff, in command, control
and coordination with the aim to
improve their interoperability in
relation to the different layers of
response. Phase 2, the Field Exercise,
was conducted from 30th October to
3rd November, at Camp Pomozatin
and Camp Vrelo. The main purpose
was to train all units and establish a
common understanding in tactics,
techniques and procedures.
The Silver Sabre Exercise was

presided over by KFOR Deputy
Commander, Brigadier General
János CSOMBÓK. The exercised
commenced with a TTX which
took place in the Multi-functional
Tent in Camp Film City.
In his
opening address to all the personnel
involved, he congratulated them on
the successful and peaceful conduct
of the previous day’s election. As the
rained poured down he noted that ‘’if

it is not raining we are not training’’.
DCOM KFOR noted that ‘’there is
always room for improvement’’ and
that the primary purpose of Exercise
Silver Sabre, the flagship exercise
of KFOR, is to confirm that the
three layer response is working. In
addition to the primary purpose the
exercise should function to improve
interoperability, synchronisation
and liaison between all the parties
involved, including all the sub units
of KFOR.
The first week of the exercise was
restricted to TTX in Camp Film
City, which allowed all the actors
familiarise themselves and improve
their mutual understanding of
each other. During this week the
exercise was visited by COM KFOR
on October 24th and he was briefed
by each of the major units involved
on their roles, the current scenario
and courses of action proposed.
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Subsequently, on October 25th the
participants hosted the Deputy
Commander of the KSF Brigadier
General Hazrolli and the LTC.
Rashit Qalaj of the KP. Lt Col
Denny Rozenberg KFOR HQ J3 coordinated this part of the exercise
putting all the groups through their
paces, increasing the tempo of the
exercise as the week progressed.
On completion of the first week
of the exercise, the troops left the
confines of the multi-functional
tent in Camp Film City to conduct
small unit training and combined
unit training in Camp Pomazatin
and Camp Vrelo. From the 30th
of October to November 1st they
practiced the skills and drills
for the scenarios that would be
executed during the Live Synthesis
Exercise. The phase was rehearsed
on November 2nd is preparation for
the Execution day on November
3rd which was attended by
distinguished visitors from KFOR,
EULEX, KP, KSF & EMA.
Prior to the exercise taking place,
the distinguished visitors were
addressed by COM KFOR, Major

General Fungo. He highlighted
that during his tenure, Exercise
Silver Sabre had been transformed
and grew in complexity. Through
the involvement of the KSF, KFOR
had come to realise the importance
of involving the EMA. Now one
of the largest exercises within JFC
Naples, it is multi-layered, complex
and joint. Deputy Commander of
the KSF, Brigadier General Hazrolli,
underlined the importance of
KFOR as partners and stressed the
benefits that this exercise provides
through enhancing interoperability
between all the partners. Brigadier
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General János Csombók, DCOM
KFOR and Exercise Director reiterated the complexity involved and
requirement for interoperability
when he informed the audience
that
the
exercise
involved
‘’approximately 750 soldiers, police
officers, civilian officials, 120
vehicles and four helicopters’’. He
stated that ‘’the main effort of the
exercise is to demonstrate how
KFOR, EULEX, KP KSF and EMA
within their given mandate are able
to handle highly complex situations
in a combined and comprehensive
approac h’’.
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Five scenarios were demonstrated
during the exercise in separate
lanes. The first two lanes took
place in Camp Pomazatin and the
distinguished visitors were briefed
on each stage by KSF personnel.
Lane 1 simulated a Hazardous
Chemical Spill which created a
casualty evacuation. This was led
by KSF in close co-operation with
EMA. The Hazardous Material unit
of the KSF identified the dangerous
substance and arranged for its
removal, once the personnel in the
area had been safely removed. This
scenario quickly evolved in Lane 2,
to a Search and Rescue simulation
based on the disastrous effects
to the area of a 7.2 Richter scale
earthquake. The KSF’s K9 ability
to find personnel in the subsequent
rubble was demonstrated along
with their search and rescue team
displaying their abilities to cut
through walls and concrete, locate
the injured person and apply
immediate first aid. Thereafter,
immediate co-ordination and
interoperability with an MNBG-E
command post resulted in the
8

provision of a USA Black Hawk
through liaison to KFOR JOC and
MNBG-E Air Operations. The
casualty was swiftly flown to a
medical role 3 facility.
KSF demonstrated their EOD
capability in LANE 2 working in
close cooperation with MNBG-E.
They displayed the use of an EOD
robot to assist with the clearance of
the unexploded ordnance (UXO).
The robot has the capability to lift
and move a device of approximately
13Kg. The KSF personnel cleared
a simulated building removing the
dangerous device across a ravine
using specialist equipment.
During the exercise demonstration
in Camp Pomazatin the KSF
highlighted
their
firefighting
capability as part of the Search
& Rescue demonstration. All
participants
highlighted
the
synchronization and interagency
cooperation that is necessary to
complete these complex tasks.
The remaining three lanes were
conducted in Camp Vrelo. Prior
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2017
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to the Field House Evacuation
demonstration in Lane 3, the guests
were treated to some food prepared
by the logistic staff of MNBG-W.
A brief was provided on the
‘’Chariot Field Kitchen’’ 2014 model
which, the Italian Catering Officer
informed the distinguished visitors,
can prepare 200 hot meals in 100
minutes. The cooking facility was
used during the exercise to feed the
troops in the field.
Lt Col. Ciccaroli, Manoeuvre
Battalion Commander (MNBG-W)
officer briefed the distinguished
visitors on the scenario in Lane 3
that led to a requirement for the
Field House to be evacuated. A
group of angry civilians (simulated
by Moldovan Troops) surrounded
the Field House. Initially a CRC
Coy of Italian soldiers moved into
the area to evacuate their KFOR
colleagues. In spite of the CRC Coy’s
efforts the civilians refuse to leave
the area of the Field House. This
necessitated, in the interest of safety,
and to ensure the protection of all,
that Austrian soldiers move forward
with their Anti-Riot weapons and
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use of non lethal to disperse the
angry mob. This allowed the KFOR
soldiers to robustly evacuate their
colleagues
A hasty hostage extraction was
conducted in Lane 4 by United States
and Polish soldiers from MNBG-E.
In the scenario, a KFOR soldier had
been taken hostage by an unknown
party during a CRC event. The
location where the hostage was
imprisoned was located and KFOR
troops approached in stealth. This
involved planning a house assault
and ensuring that a cordon was
in place before hand. Once the
assault began, the KFOR troops
moved swiftly through the building,
locating the hostage and clearing
each room as they proceeded.
The final extraction of the hostage
was completed by Polish troops
who removed the hostage whilst
covering their exit with a smoke
screen and suppressive fire.
The Crowd Riot Control exercise
was demonstrated in Lane 5. It
initiated with an attack on a EULEX
personnel that was responded to
by KP personnel. The angry mob
acted out their role vigorously
and realistically, at one point the
KP riot vehicle was in flames. KP,
EULEX and KSF co-ordinated their

reactions efficiently and effectively.
Simultaneously, KFOR soldiers
from the Hungarian KTRBN, MSU
Carabinieri, and MNBG-W were
trying contain the actions of another
mob.
Through well-rehearsed
drills, procedures, interoperability
and synchronisation the actions of
the responders were co-ordinated
to deal with the threat as one unified
force .
Under the guidance of KFOR
Deputy Commander, Brigadier
General János CSOMBÓK, all
the actors involved in Silver Sabre
achieved the aim to improve mutual
understanding regarding their roles,
capabilities and capacity to provide
a coordinated emergency response.
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2017

In his closing address to the troops
KFOR Commander, Major General
Giovanni FUNGO, expressed his
gratitude and appreciation for the
results achieved.
“Together, with KSF, EULEX, KP
and EMA, I thank you for your
great show of professionalism,
dedication, trust and commitment.
Today we saw solid organisations
working as a single force for all the
people of Kosovo”.
Comdt. Michael Cullen
OF-3 IRL-A
&
LTC. Antonio Bernardo
OF-4 ITA-A
9
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17 NOV 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Salvatore Cuoci,
received the official visit of the
Ambassador of the State of
Israel, H.E. Alona Fisher-Kamm
at KFOR Headquarters.

17 NOV 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Salvatore Cuoci,
received the Ambassador
Constantina Athanassiadau,
Head of Liaison Office of
Greece.

24 NOV 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Salvatore Cuoci,
received the visit of Ms. Olta
Xhacka, Defence Minister of the
Republic of Albania.

10
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29 NOV 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Salvatore Cuoci,
received the visit of Lieutenant
General Luciano Portolano, Joint
Force Command Naples Chief
of Staff and Head of European
Union Command Element at
KFOR HQ.

29 NOV 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Salvatore Cuoci,
received the visit of General
Claudio Graziano, Italian Chief
of Defence at KFOR HQ.

30 NOV 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Salvatore Cuoci,
received the visit of British
Minister of State for the Armed
Forces, Colonel The Rt Hon
Mark Lancaster TD MP at
KFOR HQ.

KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2017
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UNITED FOR A BETTER FUTURE!

In cooperation with the “Bear
Sanctuary Prishtina” park, KFOR
organised a visit for Albanian
and Serbian children. The Bear
Sanctuary Prishtina is home for
19 rescued bears and is located
in Mramor village, near the Lake
Badovc/Badoc ten kilometres east
of Pristina.
The event was held on Saturday,
November 4th, and aimed to
raise young people’s awareness of
environmental care, through music
and art. Many of the children took
part in the entertainment activities
together.
“Young people are the future of
Kosovo. Young people are full
of strength, determination and
energy, eager to build bridges that
will connect future generations. At
all times, KFOR is ready to provide
support and assistance to a secure
future for all people in Kosovo.
Through co-operation and efforts at
many levels of society, everyone will
be able to overcome the differences
and on this occasion, I encourage
young people to build a better future
for all the people of this place,” said
Commander of KFOR XXI, Major
General Giovanni Fungo.
Zana Aqifi, a representative of the
12

Bear Sanctuary Prishtina, equally
emphasised the importance of
creating a country for all, using
dialogue and education for peace.
“Children are part of us, we should
be an example for them, how
people should be treated and how
pets should be treated, as this is our
responsibility for our common life.
Children and young people are the
future and we want our future to be
bright,” she said.
The children enjoyed the unique
experience of watching the bears
closely, while at the same time, they
had the opportunity to talk about
nature, the environment, animals
and education. The event included
many different games, activities
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and music.
This was the third activity
organised by RADIO KFOR in
2017. Earlier this year, on July 1st,
at the Pristina National Theatre, a
“United through Music” concert
was held for the first time. Children
from Albanian and Serbian
communities performed classical
music. The concert was concluded
with a common performance of
these children, singing “We are the
World”.
Also, in May 2017 a campaign named
“K4 LIKE” was conducted. This was
a photo contest that selected the
best picture representing the spring
season in Kosovo.
The winners of this competition
were young people of the Albanian,
Serbian, Croat and Bosnian
communities.
All the activities mentioned were
organised by Radio KFOR which
is a part of the Psychological
Operations (PSYOPS) Support
Element in KFOR Headquarters.

Maj. Troels Vig Frederiksen
OF-3 DNK -A
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THE BEST OF THE BEST TAKE ON THE
“BOWIE CHALLENGE”
Multinational Battle Group – East
Command Sgt. Maj. Donald E.
Stane challenged U.S. Soldiers
and members of the Kosovo
Security Force to his best of the
best competition called “The
Bowie Challenge.” Command
Sgt. Maj. Stane says he designed
the competition to, “challenge
competitors both physically and
mentally.”
The Bowie Challenge, held on
September 30, was a multinational competition in which all
27 challengers faced a physical
fitness test, a five-mile road march,
a stress marksmanship test, and
a land navigation test during
the competition held at Camp
Bondsteel.
Stane said he based the Bowie
Challenge off an annual multi-day
challenge he hosts back home in
Arkansas.
1st Lt. Azura Lewis and Spc. Elliot
Collins from the 3rd Battalion, 319th
Airborne Field Artillery Regiment,
82nd Airborne Division were the
winners of the Bowie Challenge.
They both received an engraved
field knife and a leg harness for
winning the competition.
Lewis said that she was a crosscountry runner as well as a track
and field athlete in college, but said
that this competition was difficult.
“For it being a one day challenge it
was pretty tough,” said Lewis. “Most
competitions I’ve participated in
like this were spanned over a course
of a few days.”
Stane expressed how happy he was
with how the Bowie Challenge
finished.
“I’m very proud with the effort of

the contestants,” said Stane. “The
competitors displayed esprit de
corps during the whole challenge.”
He also made it very clear that he is
looking forward to hosting the next
Bowie Challenge, which he projects
will be in February of 2018. He said
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2017

the next Bowie Challenge would be,
“bigger, badder, and colder.”
Sgt. M. Austin Parker
OR-5, US Army
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HEADQUARTER SUPPORT GROUP
TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY

On Saturday the 28th October
2017 the Headquarter Support
Group (HSG) Transfer of
Authority ceremony took place
between Col. Brendan Delaney
and Col. Tim Daly of the Irish
Defence Forces. This brought to
a close Col. Delaney’s six month
tour of duty in Kosovo. The
Transfer of Authority Ceremony
was presided over by KFOR
Deputy Commander Brigadier
General Janos Csombok. The
parade commander was HSG
Deputy Commander Lt Col Seidl.
The ceremony took place in front
of KFOR Headquarters in Camp
Film City. The soldiers on parade
were drawn from the fifteen
different nations that constitute
the HSG. RSM Paul Fagan was
14

I/C of the Flag Party that marched
HSG colours on parade. The
troops on parade were reviewed
by COM KFOR. The ceremony
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was also attended by many guests,
military and civilian, to witness
the Transfer of Authority and
also to wish Col. Delaney the best
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of luck in his future career. Col.
Delaney addressed the audience
and expressed his thanks ‘’one and
all” to his staff and comrades in
KFOR. He spoke of the nostalgia
‘’on leaving one family that I have
lived with for the last six months
and the happiness of returning
home to my family in Ireland’’.
DCOM KFOR, responded to
Col Delaney’s speech, noting his
service, commitment, determined
character while highlighting
the key improvements during
his tenure as HSG Commander.
Brigadier General Csombok,
wished him all the best back
at home while welcoming his
successor Col Tim Daly. Col
Delaney was presented with the
Non Article 5 Medal by D COM
KFOR in recognition of his
service to Kosovo. The ceremony
concluded with the traditional
passing of the HSG Colours
from Col Delaney, outgoing HSG
Commander to the incoming
HSG Commander, Col Daly.
This represented the formal and
symbolic Transfer of Authority
and responsibility between the
two commanders. Prior to the
parade commander reporting
the end of the ceremony to COM
KFOR, the soldiers on parade and
guests stood to attention for the
NATO anthem. The parade was
followed by a social reception in
the Hollywood Centre and later
that evening in the Irish Club
House.
Comdt. Michael Cullen
OF-3 IRL-A
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COM KFOR XXI REFLECTIONS
When I was told I was going to
Kosovo to serve as Commander of
the Kosovo Force I was humbled
and honoured by the trust being
placed on me. On September 1,
2016 I took the NATO flag from
JFC- Naples Commander ADM
Michelle Howard, ready to lead
KFOR and to continue to support
the people of Kosovo. This was not
my first time in Kosovo, or with
KFOR. I served in KFOR with
COM KFOR I, Lt. Gen Sir Michael
Jackson, in 1999 in the western
part of Kosovo. In 2002 I returned
to KFOR serving as the Military
Assistant to COM KFOR VII, Lt.
Gen. Fabio Mini.
Therefore, during the first days of
my mandate, I was pleased to see
the progress in Kosovo since I left
in 2002.
KFOR’s mission always focused on
putting the people of Kosovo first,
working with the people to improve
their conditions towards a safe and
secure environment. Today I am
pleased to see those improvements
being a tangible result.
As my time in Kosovo draws
to a close, and I think about
relinquishing command of KFOR, I
have given thought to the question,
what have we done here? I can
honestly say, I am filled with a sense
of satisfaction of a job well done. I
have my multinational KFOR staff,
soldiers, and civilians to thank for
this. They have made my time as
COM KFOR XXI a success.
Since I left in 2002, KFOR has
evolved its force structure from
over 19.500 soldiers from 31 Troop
Contributing Nations living and
serving on over 40 camps, to now,
as I leave KFOR for the last time,
just under 4.000 soldiers from 28
16

TCNs and only serving from eight
camps around Kosovo. Besides,
from an operational point of view,
KFOR transitioned to the third
responder responsibility in Kosovo,
allowing the Kosovo Police to be
at the forefront of security matters
as first responder and relying on
EULEX as the second responder.
KFOR accomplished this because
we continued to assist in the
development of Kosovo’s security
and emergency providers.
To
that extent KFOR XXI further
enhanced the Kosovo Police and
Kosovo Security Forces’ capabilities
by providing multiple extensive
training opportunities. Among
these trainings, the Multinational
Support Unit shared its expertise
conducting training courses for the
Kosovo Police on Environmental
Crimes
identification
and
management
techniques,
an
essential capability to counter
the illegal wood cutting criminal
activities, a real tragedy for the
Kosovan environment.
Training has been extensive both
in quality and quantity. The Silver
Sabre exercises series was our
flagship event. A two weeks complex
and multi-layered event attended
by all security providers in Kosovo
aimed to test and to identify joint
tactical procedures and command
and control relationships.
I am also very proud of the results
from our Mass Casualty Exercise
conducted in August 2017, when
KFOR took a back seat in the
training and became more a
facilitator in the exercise. This
allowed the Kosovo Police, the
Kosovo Security Forces and the
Kosovo Emergency Management
teams to successfully execute
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2017

the exercise receiving maximum
training.
The relationship between KFOR
and the Serbian Armed Forces
also expanded over the years.
KFOR increased the number of
border patrols conducted jointly
with the Kosovo Police and in
full synchronization with the
Serbian Armed Forces, creating the
conditions for better security astride
the Administrative Boundary Line
areas.
Training local security forces is not
all that KFOR has been doing to
promote unity in Kosovo. KFOR
facilitated several events focused
on uniting the people of Kosovo
despite the ethnicity and identifying
the excellences of the Kosovan
society. In so doing we continued
to promote gender equality,
working toward meeting the goals
set forth in UNSCR 1325. Within
this framework we held the KFOR
Gender Perspective Days 2017
with International and Kosovan
Organizations.
During this
conference well respected women
of all nationalities addressed the
issue of gender equality within
society not just within Kosovo, but
around the world. In July 2017
KFOR organised a charity music
concert. The theme was promoting
living together and tolerance among
the communities in Kosovo The
protagonist of the initiative were
young artists coming from two
schools of music, one from Pristina
and the other from Gracanica.
Through KFOR I worked hard
to promote the acceptance of all
people of Kosovo throughout the
region. On the same theme our
Radio K4, our main asset to reach
out to the society, promoted a
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photo contest amongst its listeners.
The artistic level of the photos
was outstanding! Finally, before
leaving, KFOR organised one
final event at the “Bear Sanctuary”
an environmental establishment
whose mission is to protect the
last bears living in the forests of
Kosovo. We brought together
Kosovo Serbian and Kosovo
Albanian children from around
Kosovo to learn what we each must
do to protect the environment.
As far as infrastructures are
concerned, during my tour,
KFOR initiated and/or completed
four different bridging projects
throughout Kosovo. I was honoured
to celebrate the completion on
December 2, 2016 of the concrete
construction of Bridge 167 over the
Bistrica River. There is more to be
done to improve the infrastructure
of Kosovo, and KFOR is here to
assist.
KFOR also continued with the
essential work of assisting in the
clean-up of unexploded ordnance
that is still found throughout
Kosovo. The KFOR Explosive
Ordnance Detection Teams worked
tirelessly to develop the skills of the
Kosovo Police and Kosovo Security
Forces EOD teams. KFOR was
able to move into the background
for explosives calls, allowing the
local EOD teams the opportunity
to protect their citizens from these
deadly threats.
And I cannot forget the awesome
performances
provided
by
the Aviation assets and by the
Intelligence Surveillance and
Reconnaissance
units.
Fully
integrated into the Multinational
Battle Groups and into the Joint
Regional Detachments operational
activities, they have been a true
force multiplier.

Finally, during the last 15 months
we have seen several elections, from
presidential and parliamentary
to most recently the municipality
elections. KFOR has been ready
to support the Organisation for
Security and Cooperation in
Europe, the Kosovo Police and
EULEX as the third responder,
throughout each election process.
We see KFOR has been able to
develop and empower the Kosovo
Police units. This empowerment
was evident by the success of the
Kosovo elections which, other than
a few minor issues easily handled,
were
peacefully
conducted
throughout Kosovo. I saw the
state of Kosovo in 1999 just after
the war ended, and to see today, 18
years later, the region electing their
representatives reinforces for me
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what KFOR and the international
communities have accomplished
for the people of Kosovo.
I will miss the team that I have had
the honour to command these 15
months. I thank you all for your
dedication and professionalism
which is evident by the hard work
you have accomplished for the
people of Kosovo. I wish you
continued success in your future
endeavours, and that you safely
return home to your families.
To the people of Kosovo, I wish
them all the best in the bright future
that lies ahead. I am leaving a piece
of my heart here!
Remember always, the KFOR XXI
motto, “Trust and Commitment!”
It is more than words, it is a promise.
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NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL VISITED KFOR
On October 27 COM KFOR
welcomed a delegation of the North
Atlantic Council to KFOR led by the
NATO Deputy Secretary General,
H.E. Mrs. Rose Gottemoeller, at
KFOR HQ. The Chairman of the
NATO Military Committee, Gen.
Petr Pavel, and the Commander of
the Joint Force Command Naples,
Admiral James Foggo, were in
attendance as well.
The North Atlantic Council is
the principal political decisionmaking body within NATO,
comprising the 29 NATO
permanent representatives under
the chairmanship of the Secretary
General, Mr Jens Stoltenberg. The
visit oversees the presence of the
North Atlantic Council and the non
NATO KFOR contributing Nations
permanent representatives. It brings
together high-level representatives
of each member States to discuss
policy or operational questions
requiring collective decisions.
H.E. Mrs. Gottemoeller was briefed
by COMKFOR on the improvement
on the current situation in Kosovo
and in the wider Western Balkans
region. They underlined the
importance of the commitment of
KFOR in maintaining a safe and
secure environment and freedom of
movement for all people in Kosovo
firmly, fairly and impartially.

OSCE, discussing the importance
of stability in the Region. During
the morning they met also the
NATO Advisory and Liaison
Team (NALT) Director, Brigadier
General Ralf Hoffmann and Mr.
Rrustem Berisha.
H.E. Mrs. Gottemoeller had also
the opportunity to hold bilateral
meetings with Mr. Hashim Thaci
and Mr. Dalibor Jevtic.

During their visit, the NAC
delegation and H.E. Mrs. Rose
Gottemoeller took part in several
meetings with the Leaders of
the International Organisations,
namely UNMIK, EU, EULEX and
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In the course of her press conference,
Deputy Secretary General H.E.
Mrs. Rose Gottemoeller stated that
“NATO’s commitment to KFOR
remains a key element of our efforts
to project stability in in this region.”
“KFOR will remain in Kosovo as
long as it is necessary. We will not
leave until our task is completed,”
H.E. Mrs. Gottemoeller added.
Maj. Michael Cullen
OF-3 IRL-A
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PEACE AT HOME, PEACE IN THE WORLD
Situated in Camp Sultan Murat—
Prizren,
Turkish
Contingent
Command contributes to Kosovo’s
peace. The camp itself is named
after the 3rd Ottoman ruler, Sultan
Murad Hüdavendigar.
Turkish Contingent Command
in Prizren consists of Main HQ,
National Logistics Unit, Training
Unit and CIMIC Unit. Other
elements are, National Support
Element and Intelligence Cell in
Camp Film City, the Turkish Coy
in Camp Bondsteel and 6 LMTs
throughout Kosovo. The Turkish
Contingent Commander is also the
Joint Regional Detachment - South
Commander.
National Logistics Unit (NLU)
provides logistics support including
subsistence,
maintenance,
transport, construction, ROLE1 medical services for all national
units.
Additionally,
NLU
implements construction and
maintenance projects along with
the National CIMIC Unit.
NLU Engineering Platoon has built
82 km of agricultural field access
roads last year. Turkish Contingent
Command has completed CIMIC

projects in Kosovo to a value of
€588.000 since the beginning of
2017.
Turkish language courses for
Kosovars, and various KSF training
programs are implemented by the
Training Unit.
The 6th Infantry Company in
Camp Bondsteel, conducts Crowd
Riot Control, establish P/V CP,
QRF duties within the scope of
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camp security, patrols and joint
military exercises.
Turkish LMT Houses and Field
Offices are situated in Lipljan/
Ljipjan, Gjilan/Gjilane, Shtime/
Stimlje,
Mamusa/Mamushe,
Dragas/Dragash,
Gjakove/
Djakovica.
1st Lt. Evgin Serbest
OF-1 TUR ARMY
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DAY OF GERMAN UNITY AT CAMP PRIZREN

An
atmospheric
evening:
the
German
(Source: Bundeswehr/PAO DEU EinsKtgt KFOR)

The German KFOR contingent
celebrated the Day of German Unity
at Camp Prizren on 3 October 2017.
Under the command of Lieutenant
Colonel (GS) Hans Jürgen
Elsen, the German contingent
commemorated
Germany’s
peaceful reunification 27 years
ago with an official ceremony at
Camp Prizren in the early evening.
Besides numerous international
and Kosovan guests, the ceremony
was also attended by Christian
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contingent‘s

ceremony

Heldt, the German ambassador in
Kosovo.
The two German states, the
Federal Republic of Germany and
the former German Democratic
Republic, were reunified on 3
October 1990 following a period
of separation that lasted 41 years.
The preceding months had been
marked by peaceful protests against
the government of the former
German Democratic Republic,
which eventually led to the fall of
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on

the

Day

of

German

Unity

the Berlin Wall on 9. November
1989 and Germany’s reunification
one year later.
Commander Peter Comans
OF-4 DEU-N
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DRIVE SAFELY THIS WINTER!

Recently, members of the ISR Bn, witnessed a motor
accident involving a young child as it occurred.
The KFOR soldiers stopped immediately to render
assistance to the injured child before the Kosovo
emergency services arrived at the scene very shortly
thereafter. COM KFOR wishes to commend the
actions of the KFOR soldiers. This is a timely reminder
at his time of year as road conditions deteriorate, to be
aware of environmental effects for driving and to be
considerate of other road users.
TRANSCOY have provided some useful advice below
for KFOR personnel who may have to make a road trip
in the coming months.
With a chill in the air and frost on the ground, we are
reminded that winter is here. This means rain, black ice,
snow and temperatures that are likely to fall well below
zero. Road conditions will dramatically change and all
drivers must adjust the way they drive and maintain
KFOR vehicles during this period.
Before driving in hazardous winter conditions you
should ask yourself if you really need to go. If so please
check your route and allow yourself extra time to get to
your destination. Slow down and drive like the world is
in slow motion. This will greatly increase your potential
reaction time.
Reduce wheel spin by accelerating slowly, especially
when you are in mountainous areas. Always check
the equipment in your car and know how to use snow
chains. Warm clothes and enough (warm) water is
not a luxury. Consider taking an emergency bag with

you, extra warm clothes some food. Ensure you have a
phone and it is charged.
If you are going out, check the alert state and the Snow
and Ice Clearance Report (SNICREP). Make sure you
are on top of your game! If you have any questions or
if you would like additional training do not hesitate to
contact Trans-Coy.
Drive safely this winter!
TRANSCOY – Always on the road for KFOR
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Contribute to the
KFORChronicle!

Just send your photos to:
kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int by the 20th
of the month explaining where you took the
photo and what equipment you used. We will
then select one of the submitted images and
publish it in the next edition of the Chronicle.
You will be immortalised in the KFOR
Chronicle!
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely
The Chronicle Team
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2017

CMLT Novo Selo - „Majestic landscape”
Equipment Used: Nikon D80
Photo by: OR-7 SZABADOS, Szilveszter
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Military Education: I joined the Danish army in 2015 at the barracks inVarde.
I completed my basic training there and joined the Information Activities Company
of the Danish Army. I attended several national and international courses inside
Information Activities, which basically is a combination of CIMIC (Civil military
cooperation) and PSYOPS (Psychological operations). This is my first deployment
so far.
About the mission: I have been in Kosovo since August 2017 based in Camp
Film City. My primary task is operating as a TPT (Tactical Psyops Team) assistant.
We operate in two men teams. We gather atmospherics and do “Face-to-Face”
communication with the civilian population. The TPT is testing the PSYOPS
products which will be broadcasted through television, radio and social media.
Family Reaction: My family is proud of me doing service for my country. They
always support me and I stay in touch with them while I am deployed. I am born
and raised in Germany which makes me fluent in both German and Danish. The
German language skills help me a lot in Kosovo where many people speak German.
Hobbies: Sport is an essential part of my life and my job. I am very passionate
Rene Krause about MMA (Mix Martial Arts). I have done this sport since I was a kid and I teach
close combat in the army as well. It is a big part of my life. I do other sports like
OR-4 hiking, going to the gym and snowboarding.

Nationality:

DAN - A

Unit:

PSYOPS

Name:
Kyriaki Vokolidou
Rank:
OR-5
Nationality:
Greek
Unit:
JRD-N

Military education: Education: I joined the Hellenic Armed Forces in 2013
attending the Military Academy of Non-commissioned Officers. I was the first
in my class and graduated in 2015 as a Sergeant in Sanitary Corps. I was given
an award by the Greek Minister of Defence Mr. Panos Kammenos for my class
placing. After my graduation I attended the basic infantry course, the basic sanitary
course and I trained in the Military Hospital of Athens as an officer who deals with
personnel issues. I also attented driving course for wheeled and tracked military
vehicles and I got my driving license. I am currently posted to the Military Hospital
in Rhodes since 7th of July 2016
About the mission: This is my first mission abroad. I have been assigned for the
next six (6) months to the Greek LMT platoon in JRD-N. It is a great opportunity
for me to work with people from different places all over the world and learn many
things about other forces, religions and nations. It is an honour that to be selected
to join KFOR and represent the Hellenic Armed Forces in Kosovo.
Family reaction:I was born in 12th of October 1995 in the town of Serres in
Greece. My family always supports me in every decision I take and I know that it
makes them proud that I decided to serve on this mission. I believe that I will not
disappoint the people who trust me.
Hobbies: I like martial arts such as Tae Kwon-Do, streetfight and self defence and
I have participated in many tournaments. I won three (3) gold and one (1) silver
medals. I also love drawing and playing piano.
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